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1969. The Nigerian civil war has attracted a strange mix of idealists and mercenaries. We meet them in
scenes of nightly chaos. Large aircraft come and go on this temporary airstrip in the bush. Overhead,
Nigerian bombers wait for easy targets. Food and medical supplies come in, some dying babies leave. John
A. Moose, a taciturn Canadian Indian working as a mechanic, and his friend Will van der Molen, watch the
high hopes for a truly independent Black African nation collapse into a grim struggle for survival. And then a
small problem appears in the form of a little boy, smuggled onto their airplane by a desperate mother.
Unwilling to give his name he becomes Tim, John A.s `pet African. With the inevitable defeat, and retreat to
a nearby Portuguese prison colony, Tim leaves his homeland and grows up as John A.s son in the Canadian
North. Seventeen years later, the strangest of circumstances pulls an unwilling John A. back to Nigeria on a
seemingly impossible task. His adopted son insists on going along. A strange re-union of war veterans
follows. Only Tim can find a way to save his troubled saviors.
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From reader reviews:

Ryan Calhoun:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children till adult are different content. As it is
known to us that book is very important for us. The book The Ship's Cat was making you to know about
other information and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The book The
Ship's Cat is not only giving you far more new information but also to get your friend when you feel bored.
You can spend your spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship with the book The Ship's Cat.
You never truly feel lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Keith Lugo:

The book The Ship's Cat has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can get
a lot of benefit. The book was authored by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research just
before write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you can find the point easily after looking over
this book.

Allen Lutz:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with close friends is thing
that usually you might have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try point that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you already been ride on and with addition of information. Even you love The Ship's Cat, you are
able to enjoy both. It is very good combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hangout type is
it? Oh seriously its mind hangout men. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Irving Tarkington:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you may have it in e-book
approach, more simple and reachable. This specific The Ship's Cat can give you a lot of good friends because
by you checking out this one book you have factor that they don't and make an individual more like an
interesting person. This kind of book can be one of one step for you to get success. This publication offer
you information that possibly your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than different make you to
be great men and women. So , why hesitate? We need to have The Ship's Cat.
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